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1. Introduction: What is Valiryo? 
 

Valiryo is a fully automated body drying device that revolutionizes the conventional way 

of drying. Easily installable directly inside the shower cabin, it replaces the towel with a 

skin-nourishing, antibacterial and exceptionally pleasant air stream that is generated 

by an economical electrical engine. Valiryo therefore finds use in many different sectors, 

both private and commercial. Our customer range extends from private individuals via 

hotels, spas and gyms through to care homes and hospitals. 

Valiryo was developed by Valiryo Technologies, a Spanish engineering company founded 

in 2013 that meanwhile has subsidiaries in Germany, the United States, Taiwan and 

Mexico. Our product features a unique air diffusion technology that is patented almost 

in the entire world. In 2019, it has been awarded as the Innovative Product of the Year 

by the renowned US magazine Kitchen & Bath Business (KBB). 

Valiryo is primarily presented as a product that makes conventional towels a thing of the 

past. However, it is not at all a substitute product as its daily application provides 

tremendous added value to the user. Next to considerable financial and environmental 

savings,  it entails benefits such as a higher hygienic standard and a softer and more 

hydrated skin. As Valiryo allows for an autonomous and effortless natural drying of the 

body, it is also a great help for people suffering from reduced mobility and any kind of 

skin disease. 

To sum up, Valiryo is a revolutionary and extremely versatile product that serves a great 

range of potential customers. By making use of an innovative technology, it not only 

provides the user with a customized wellness experience but also solves real-world 

problems that become increasingly important day by day. 
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2. Benefits: Sales Arguments 

GREATER DRYING EFFICIENCY Thanks to its S-shaped design, Valiryo guarantees a gentle 

and even drying process from head to toe. The air is expelled through 27 diffusers 

distributed along the entire column. Complete drying is essential to avoid the 

development of infections or fungal diseases on the skin. Valiryo ensures exactly that 

while drying the user in as little as three minutes. 

HIGHER HYGIENIC STANDARD Improper use of towels (that is, insufficient washing and 

leaving them wet after usage) exposes our bodies to a multitude of pathogenic agents. 

Using Valiryo not only avoids exposure to germs and bacteria nested inside used towels 

but also prevents the harmful friction that quickly causes irritability of the skin.  

DRYING MORE NATURALLY The human body is not designed to dry using external 

elements such as a towel - which was devised by man to accelerate body drying. By 

making use of the natural element of air, Valiryo recovers the original means of drying 

and turns it into a real relaxing experience. 

A NEW RELAXING EXPERIENCE May it be at home, in the gym or in a hotel: Valiryo 

prolongs the relaxing experience of the daily shower in an unprecedented way. The 

warm air stream, generated by an energy-efficient engine, promotes muscular blood 

flow and thereby relaxes both body and mind.  

NOURISHING OF THE SKIN. In addition to avoiding harmful towel friction, Valiryo 

provides additional benefits for the skin. By using the humid ambient air of the 

bathroom and expelling it over the user, it simultaneously dries and moisturizes the 

body. After only a few applications, one’s skin will begin to feel softer and more 

hydrated. What’s more: Valiryo avoids post-shower sweating, for example after 

exercising. 
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3.    Benefits: Market Niches 

REMEDY FOR PEOPLE WITH SKIN DISEASES There are various skin diseases that are 

greatly exacerbated by using conventional towels. Valiryo has been working together 

with the Debra Association – an organization supporting people suffering from 

Epidermolysis Bullosa or "butterfly skin" - since the very beginning. Valiryo gives those 

people relief in their daily lives, as they suffer from extreme skin fragility. 

SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE WITH REDUCED MOBILITY. People can suffer from reduced 

mobility for various reasons (age, injury, obesity, etc.), making it considerably more 

difficult to dry after taking a shower. Valiryo allows the user to dry himself autonomously 

and without physical effort, as one simply has to position himself in front of the panel 

(that is, standing or sitting in an auxiliary chair). 

INCREASED SAFETY IN THE BATHROOM. Most falls in the bathroom occur during the 

drying process, as people are forced to make unnatural movements on wet surfaces 

while drying themselves. Valiryo minimizes this risk not only by making challenging 

movements unnecessary but also by drying the surface the user is standing on. 

ENERGY SAVINGS AND EFFICIENCY: Valiryo incorporates a highly efficient electric motor 

(0.143 kWh for each use at maximum power) in its upper casing, emitting a powerful 

stream of air to provide fast and effective drying.  In contrast to the energy required to 

wash and dry conventional towels, the use of Valiryo can result in savings of up to 85 

per cent. 

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS. In addition to the financial savings, the use of Valiryo (and 

hence the avoidance of the reconditioning process of towels) is also beneficial to the 

environment. According to our calculations, 78 liters of water are saved and no longer 

contaminated with soaps and detergents every time a person dries himself with Valiryo. 

Developing an eco-friendly and future-oriented product was one of our main purposes 

when developing our body dryer. 
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4.  The Valiryo Body Dryer: Core Elements 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MOTION SENSOR. Valiryo features an optional motion 
sensor that activates the device upon approach. It switches 
off automatically after the drying time has elapsed. 

INTUITIVE CONTROL PANEL. The user can choose between 
16 different combinations of air temperature and intensity, 
providing a customized feel-good experience after the 
shower. The lower the intensity, the higher the maximum 
temperature. 

27 AIR DIFFUSERS. The air flow is homogeneous along the 27 diffusers 
with respect to the chosen temperature and intensity. Specifically 
arranged air vents at the top and bottom, respectively, ensure efficient 
drying from head to toe. 
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5.  The Valiryo Body Dryer: Key Characteristics 
 

 

PATENTED TECHNOLOGY. Developed exclusively by the 
Valiryo engineering team, ours is the only technology in 
the market providing a uniform flow of air. The S-shaped 
form guarantees a smooth and even drying process 
along the entire body. 

TOTALLY WATER RESISTANT. Valiryo can easily be installed 
both inside and outside the shower cabin, as it is completely 
water-resistant and IP56-classified. It is also protected against 
the entry of objects.   

VERY RESISTANT TO SHOCKS AND SCRATCHES. Valiryo is 
made of so-called ABS plastic - widely used for example in the 
automotive industry. The outer layer consists of 
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) to protect the column from 
scratches. 

ANTIBACTERIAL TREATMENT. Valiryo features an additive 
antimicrobial treatment based on silver ions contained in the 
air stream. This prevents the growth and reproduction of 
bacteria, providing an extra anti-germ effect. 

NO MAINTENANCE REQUIRED. Simplicity was a key 
objective in the development process of Valiryo. Hence, 
there is no need for any regular maintenance or periodic 
replacement of components. 

EASY TO CLEAN. It is completely sufficient to wipe the 
surface with a microfiber cloth and a mild soap solution. 
Valiryo should not be cleaned using aggressive cleaners. 

EUROPEAN QUALITY STANDARDS. Valiryo is a European 
product that possesses all necessary certifications for the 
different markets it is sold in. It is designed to be used in 
accordance with the electrical and security requirements of 
each country.   
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6.  Technical Sheet 
 

 

DIMENSIONS: 

Size:   218 cm x 29,5 cm 
  85.43 in x 11.61 in 

Depth:   2,8 cm (column up to 170 cm) 
  1.1 in (column up to 66.92 in) 

Weight:  9,8 Kg (5,5 casing + 4,3 column) 
             21.61 lbs (12.12 casing + 9.47 column) 

Packaging:  2,1 Kg (4.63 lbs) 
 

TECHNICAL DATA: 

Power: 2870 W 
Engine Speed: 5000 rpm 

Voltage: 220-240 V ~50-60 Hz 
Intensity: 12 A 

Consumption: 0,143 kWh (use at maximum 
temperature) 
 

MISCELLANEOUS: 

Material: ABS + PMMA anti-vandal 
Treatment: anti-bacterial with Silver Ions 

No. of diffusers: 27 
Air Speed: 100 km/h (62 mph) 

Temperature of Use: 5 - 40 °C (41 - 104 °F) 
Heat emitted: 32 °C (89,6 °F) above ambient 
temperature*  

Recommended installation: inside the shower area 
Index Water Protection: IP56 

Drying Time:  approximately 3 minutes 
Sound: 69 dB (a modern dryer produces 85 dB) 
 
 

* Temperature and speed variation between upper 
and lower diffuser: < 2 % 
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7.  Installation Process 

WHERE IS IT RECOMMENDED TO INSTALL VALIRYO? In order to enjoy the maximum 

experience, we recommend installing Valiryo directly inside the shower space. This 

way, the user leaves the shower already relaxed and dry without wetting the bathroom 

floor.  However, the body dryer can also be installed outside the shower space. In that 

case, it is simply connected to the wall socket. 

In case of an installation inside the shower, the connection must be made directly to 

the house installation (usually through the false ceiling) so that it is properly protected 

from water. The assistance of a professional electrician is recommended for this part of 

the installation. 

Valiryo has been specifically designed to be installed inside the shower and has passed 

all necessary tests that accredit its safety. Valiryo has been classified by an independent 

laboratory with an IP56 protection rating. 

 

This coding indicates that Valiryo has a level 6 protection against the ingress of water. 

To get the certification, our body dryer was subjected to a constant and direct flow of 

water for more than 10 minutes, keeping the electrical or critical parts dry and functional 

without risk. This is the maximum level of protection that Valiryo could have possibly 

achieved, as level 7 would certify that Valiryo can be immersed in water - something 

that does not apply in our case, as the body dryer does not need to be operated under 

water.   

MEASURES NEEDED TO INSTALL VALIRYO.  The recommended measurements are: 230 

x 32 x 25 cm (90.55 x 12.59 x 9.84 in). Thus, Valiryo should be installed 10 cm (3.93 in) 

from the floor or shower tray so that the lower diffusers can dry the users’ feet properly. 
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The 25 cm (9.84 in) refers to the upper part of the dryer (the casing) as the column does 

not protrude from the wall by more than 6 cm (2.36 in). If the bathroom is not 230 cm 

(90.55 in) high, Valiryo can still be installed by reducing the recommended 10 cm (4 in) 

for the feet. 

HOW IS VALIRYO INSTALLED?  

The Valiryo installation process is explained step by step in the user manual that is 

included in the product box. It is also available for download on our website. In addition, 

our YouTube channel features videos explaining the installation process in detail. 

*The installation is explained both inside and outside the shower. In the second case, detailed 

information is included on how this should be done for the installers. 

The installation process is very simple. We like to compare it to installing a mirror that 

has some kind of lighting built in and therefore needs to be connected to the power grid. 

Valiryo is simply hung on the wall. Due to its size it is recommended that the installation 

is carried out by two people. 

 

The user manual describes each step of the installation in detail and includes a template 

for drilling all necessary holes as well as a list of all needed tools (no special equipment 

is needed). 
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8. Usage Recommendations 
Some users express that they feel cold when starting to use Valiryo, which is due to the 

physical process of water evaporation. It is therefore VERY IMPORTANT for us to give 

some tips that are essential for users to obtain the best body drying experience. In the 

end, just as is the case when showering, it is necessary to pre-warm Valiryo in order to 

avoid the feeling of a cold air stream. 

We include a laminated sheet in every box with these very simple recommendations for 

an optimum experience: 

 

The idea is to pre-warm Valiryo, eliminate the largest drops from one’s bodies, and start 

using it at maximum temperature and minimum speed. By doing so, Valiryo quickly 

reaches a comfortable operating temperature that can then be adjusted to the user’s 

liking. 
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9.  Presumed Sales Barriers – Users’ perspective 

I DON'T KNOW HOW TO INSTALL VALIRYO 

Valiryo is designed to be easily installable by two people. The product comes with a step-

by-step installation guide and includes a template on where to drill the holes for the 

suspension. In addition, if preferred, our Youtube channel features a video where the 

installation process is shown in detail. 

RIGHT NOW, I AM NOT PLANNING ON RENOVATING MY BATHROOM 

It does not matter, as there is no need for any structural changes in the bathroom. 

Installing Valiryo is similar to installing a mirror with built-in lighting. For an installation 

directly inside the shower cabin, it simply needs to be connected to the installation of 

the house – as task that any electrician can do quickly and effortlessly. In case it cannot 

be installed inside the shower cabin, it can be placed outside as well. In that case, it is 

enough to plug it in like any other domestic appliance. 

VALIRYO IS TOO NOISY 

The noise level of Valiryo at maximum power is 69 dB. In fact, a common hairdryer 

produces a higher one (about 85 dB). Valiryo features four intensity levels that can be 

adjusted to the user’s liking and noise tolerance. A person's drying time at full power is 

estimated at 3 minutes – at a lower intensity one will simply need a longer drying time. 

IT'S VERY BULKY, IT'S GOING TO TAKE UP A LOT OF SPACE 

Valiryo features an extra-flat design, protruding only 2,8 cm from the wall. The engine 

casing, on the other hand, is situated at a height of more than 2 meters. This is why it 

can normally be adapted to any shower space without a problem. 

VALIRYO IS VERY EXPENSIVE 

Especially in specific countries, the price of Valiryo can be considered high indeed. 

However, we would like to point out that this is an exclusive and revolutionary product 

that is completely new to the market. It has been designed and manufactured in Europe, 

using the best materials for each component to ensure an extraordinarily long life span.   
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10. Other FAQs about Valiryo 
In the following, we list some of the most common questions we have received from our 

customers or distributors: 

How much weight do the anchors support? Do the anchors fit any kind of wall? 

Both the dowel and the spike manufacturer ensure 20 kg per unit. Therefore, the four 

together support 80 kg which is far from the 98 kg that Valiryo weighs. The plugs we use 

for Valiryo are suitable for all types of walls. 

What is the ''average life span'' (durability) of a Valiryo? 

The durability of the engine is estimated to be 15,000 hours which translates into 

200.000 uses or – provided Valiryo is used once per day -  more than 500 years. Hence, 

Valiryo is highly durable even under heavy usage (e.g. in hotels or gyms). 

How long does it take before it automatically turns off?  

9 minutes. This is done for reasons of safety and energy saving, so that the equipment 

does not keep on running in the event of carelessness on the part of the user. 

Why does the manual specify that Valiryo can be used by children aged 8 and above? 

The phrase in the manual is included for safety reasons and generally applicable to any 

electrical equipment. Nonetheless, the equipment is also suitable for younger children 

as long as they are supervised by an adult. 

The electrical connection is not grounded. Is there any danger to the user? 

No. Valiryo has a class II insulation with additional safety measures compared to a 

grounded device. It has reinforced insulation and greater distances between 

components so that possible electrical shocks do not fall on the main insulation (casing, 

column, control and external parts). 

Can it be placed outdoors? Is it suitable for high temperatures?  

Yes, Valiryo can be placed outdoors as long as the ambient temperature is between 10 

°C and 40 °C.  It should not be directly exposed to the sun, as the temperature would 

greatly increase as a result of insolation. We do, however, have an extra device that can 

be installed on Valiryo for this exact purpose. 


